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FESTIVAL ON 
                JOE FINGERHUT FIRE 

Festivals in Japan embody the 
old saying, “The more things 
change, the more they stay the 
same.”  In March, I headed to 
Aso for the first time in nearly 

a decade to attend one of my favorite events 
in any country, the Aso Fire Festival.  This 
year, however, was a little different than my 
first time. Instead of exploring a new 
experience with a handful of younger single 

folks, I was heading to the festival in 2013 with my 
wife Michiyo, a Kumamoto native.  We were taking 
a break from our life in America to spend time with 
her parents, and re-connect with our beloved 
Kumamoto.  We were both excited to introduce this 
amazing phenomenon to our five-year old son, 
Hiroki, and two-year old daughter, Amane.  

Roughly a decade ago, in March of 2002, having 
lived in Kumamoto for half of a year, my friends 
and I were heading to another festival.  If there was 
one thing we had learned since our lives as English 
Teachers in Japan had begun, it was to never miss a 
chance to experience a new festival.  

The spectacle of events all ready, such as 
Obon, the Fujisaki Hachimangu Shrine 
Festival, and any number of local 
celebrations and even school sports days, 
had consistently shown us how much 
Japanese people love a big event.

What we experienced that 
night would prove to be one 
of the lasting memories of life 
in Japan, the type of 
experience that became one of 
the answers to the question 

from friends, family, and strangers: 
“What was the craziest experience you had in Japan?”  
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“The crowd seemed to be lining the streets and watching 
   a procession of people swinging ropes connected to   
   flaming shapes roughly the size of basketballs.  We 
   skipped along the outside of the gathering, found a gap, 
   and stepped through for a better look.  The crowd was not 
   watching a procession or a parade of any kind.  The 
   people weren’t moving; they were standing in one spot, 
   swinging ropes at the end of which featured fire
   devouring bundles of hay strapped together.  Members 
   of the fire department and event organizers kept bringing 
   armloads of hay bundles, all ready tied together, for 
   people to grab a hold of, make sure that both ends of the 
   bundle caught fire, and then take the rope and swing in 
   circles until the orange, red, and yellow got to the rope 
   and sent the charred remnants of hay flying.  How do I 
   know this?  

   EVERYONE GOT TO SWING FIRE!!!” 
   

(Full article can be found at emailbig.blogspot.com, it’s 
#13)

A decade later, nothing had changed.  The streets  
   were packed with people, hay, fire, and fun—along with 
   some freak-outs, specifically when a pile of glowing hay 
   would land in the middle of a bunch of photographers.  
   The spring air could not have felt better, and the wonder 
   on the faces of young and old people was just as fresh as 
   the first time I came here.

As the night went on, I realized there was one thing 
   that had changed: me.  As I stood watching the fire 
   swingers, my son Hiroki, who had just turned five a few 
   weeks earlier, huddled close, with an arm around my leg 
   at all times.  As much as I wanted to perform even a 
   token swing together slowly and safely, he simply refused 
   to go near anything on fire.  While I was slightly 
   disappointed, as the opportunity to spend time in Kyushu 
   in the spring may not come up again soon, I could not 
   blame him.

My wife and I took our turns swinging the ropes, 
   ensuring our family will be blessed with good fortune.  
   Around us, I saw several people that easily could have 
   been me many years ago: ‘wild-eyed’ foreigners, 
   delighted with the discovery of such an intense,  
   mystifying custom in an intense, mystifying culture. I 
   watched as they took their turns, seizing the day and 
   swinging away, seeming to swing the rope faster and 
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The vivid images of a street glowing 
with flaming globes in the middle of hundreds 
of people outside a shrine would jump to the 
front of mind, and while the list of ‘craziest 
experiences’ grew, one event always made the 
list: the Aso Fire Festival.

At the Ichinomiya Shrine in Aso, about 
an hour’s drive from downtown Kumamoto 
City, crowds gather to participate in the 
swinging of fire to bring good fortune from the 
fire gods.  I could attempt to explain exactly 
how it works, but after reviewing what I wrote 
after the first time, that will suffice: 



faster, daring the end to break off and go flying.  I 
remembered this attitude of my younger self, basically 
wanting to push the limit, seeing what would happen when 
the singed rope disconnected and soared through the air.  I 
felt like I was waiting to tell someone, 
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   “Hey, you asked for it―

  we're swinging fire here!”

Only this time, with two little 
ones and my wife next to me, I 
wanted them to settle down a 
little.  Swing a bit slower.  Be 
aware of the group around you.  
Respect the intent of the custom 
as opposed to focusing on the 
motions of the action involved. 
Even though my main concern 
was the safety of my kids, I 
couldn’t help but laugh slightly 
at myself as I realized a larger 
perspective on my change in 
thinking.  Ten years later, I was 
thinking like a Japanese person. 
 The more things change. . .

HERALDING THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING IN STYLE
春のくまもとお城まつり KUMAMOTO CITY



THE MIGHTY 
ROOSTER 

It was 9:25 AM on Monday morn-

ing and I had found myself sitting in 

the office at one of my nursery sch-

ools. I had arrived five minutes early 

and was promptly awarded with a cup 

of coffee. It was my third cup of the 

day. I could feel the caffeine craw-

ling its way through my veins and 

towards my fingers. I felt warm 

and jittery. Would I be able to 

remove the stickers from their 

sticker sheets later? I hoped so. 

The half hour chime sounded, I 

took one last gulp and made my way 

to class. 

This was my first time visiting the sch-

ool since the new school year began. I placed my 

pink binder under the empty whiteboard. The pa-

tter of little feet in the hallway broke the silence 

of the empty classroom and announced the 

children’s approach. 

“Mollee sensei! Mollee Sensei!” I heard 

excited voices announce my name outside the door. I 

looked through the glass and waved. My new team teacher 

slid the door open, and a stream of new faces poured into 

the classroom. I scanned for repeat offenders. Of the 

nineteen tots running around of me, I recognized about 

seven. The rest had been upgraded to the older, more 

mature nursery class. I use that word sparingly because the 

only difference I could recognize between the first and 

second nursery class was whether or not I had to explicitly 

tell the children in that class that it was not okay to run up 

and just lick Mollee sensei. 

“High touch!” The horde of children rushed me for 

high fives. Some of the newer kids go for a handshake in 

lieu of a high five. Then it happens; one little girl holds my 

hand, and pulls it                                     towards her mouth. 

Another kid is                                                   pulling at my 

pant leg, so I                                                                  don’t 

notice. I am                                                                  scared 

 that my                                                                              

  pants will                                                 be pulled off.  

                                                                 Then, I feel it.      

                                                               There is a tongue on 

                                                               my hand. I look 

                                                              down, she is smiling. 

                                                             She is definitely a    

                                                       new kid. My hand is  

                                                   dripping. There are spit 

                                  bubbles sliding towards my fingers.

                            She giggles, and I fight the urge to  

                      regurgitate the coffee. I want to be the sensei 

                      that gives children stickers. I don’t want to be 

                     the sensei that regifts coffee. I smile and mime 

                     out licking someone. I then politely ask her in 

                             Japanese to not do it. She tells me that I 

   taste salty. I contemplate telling her that I haven’t bathed 

   in a while. Then I remember that only one of us is four 

   years old. I smile and ask everyone to sit down. 
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  MOLLEE REITZ



 Since it is my first lesson of the school year, 

 I ask each of the students to introduce 

          themselves. I ask them to say hello in 

           English and then tell me their name and age 

in Japanese. I am introduced and reintroduced to kid after 

kid. We clap. We bow. 

Finally, we move on to the real lesson. I pull out my 

laminated animal cards. “Repeat after me!” I hop into 

place.

 “Elephant!”

“Elephant!”

We make our way through elephants, bears, dogs, 

cats, horses, cows, chickens, monkeys, and penguins. We 

say our words and make animal sounds. My kids can’t 

believe that American chickens say “cock-a-doodle-do!” 

Everybody laughs. 

We master our words and move on to the activity: 

animal janken.  In animal janken, kids start the game 

pretending to be the weakest animal. They janken battle 

their friends, and evolve their way up to the strongest 

animal. The first kid that becomes the animal that is 

deemed the strongest wins.

I ask the kids which of the animals is the strongest. 

They argue over whether it is the carnivorous bear or the 

noble elephant. They       determine that it is the bear. In 

the end, they                            determined that the bear was 

the                                          strongest, followed by the 

                                  elephant, cow, the dog, the 

 CHICKEN, the horse, the 

 monkey, the cat, and the 

          penguin. I asked them if this 

 order was correct. They said yes. 

Some                        argued that the cat and monkey should 

be switched, but my class was in agreement that the   

   chicken was among the stronger beasts. I didn’t   

   understand why. 

Although this seemed strange to me, it wasn’t the 

   first time that it had happened. I had played this game at   

   another nursery school, and the children had determined 

   that the order was: Elephant, bear, dog, CHICKEN, cow, 

   horse, et cetera. At both of my elementary schools, 

   although the children were given larger lists of animals, 

   they still deemed the chicken to be a powerful animal. 

   I’m from Texas and as a Texan am no stranger to 

   chickens. They are loud and clucky. They poop 

   everywhere. Try though I might, I could not see the 

   majestic bird that my children saw in the chicken. 

We finished animal janken and our class comes to 

   a close. I greeted the older, wiser nursery students. We    

   practice our greetings and play animal janken. 

   Once again the chicken was pronounced 

   more powerful than the penguin, monkey, 

   cat, and cow. I smiled in disbelief. Our class 

   came to an end, and we made our way to lunch. 

I took my seat with a group of four year olds. We    

   sat and patiently waited for our trays. The kids were   

   excited that I was eating the same food. I sighed in relief 

   when I confirmed that there would be no nattou. We 

   talked about our favorite colors and what Pokemon we 

   liked. I ended up sitting next to the girl who licked me. I 

   learned that she liked purple and preferred Hello Kitty to 

   Pokemon. Having defined the boundaries of our 

   relationship - namely that there would be no licking - she 

   was nice. Having determined who liked Pokemon and 

   Hello Kitty, our conversation came to a lull. A question 

   popped into my head. 

“Do you guys like chickens?” I couldn’t let go. I   

   wanted to know. 
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The boys said yes. The girls mirrored them. Then, 

the girl that licked me launched into one of the most 

legendary tales that I have ever heard. 

“My family has lots of chickens,” she began. I 

turned to face her and the kids mirrored me. 

“we have lots of girl chickens........ baby 

chickens...... and a big rooster.” I only understood pieces of 

what she was telling me, but the other children were 

nodding. I nodded too. 

“Last week I was out by the....” I assumed the word 

she said meant chicken coop. “They were being noisy so I 

looked inside.” The children nodded and I did too. 

“The rooster was angry...... baby chickens......... 

scared.....” The kids’ eyes began to widen. I gathered that 

something bad had happened, possibly to the baby 

chickens. I pondered whether she had witnessed this alone 

or if she was with a parent or friend. 

“Then..... rooster.... giant snake..... baby chickens..... 

giant snake..... angry rooster....” with each word her little 

voice grew. Half chewed rice fell out of the children's’ 

mouths. The adjacent table fell silent so that they could 

listen to her epic tale. 

“giant snake.... angry snake..... big rooster.... angry 

rooster..... lots of noise.... very loud.... baby chickens were 

scared..... seemed okay...... kept fighting.....” I became 

vaguely aware that not a single child was talking except for 

her  - and there were nearly forty preschool students in that 

room. 

“giant rooster.... he ganbatte’d ..... he killed the 

giant snake!” Her story ended. The children and I 

bombarded her with questions. 

 “What kind of snake?” 

“How big was it?”

“What color was it?”  

“Were you scared?” 

The children commented on how brave and strong  

   the rooster was. We spent the rest of our lunch talking 

   about chickens. When lunch came to a close, I gathered 

   my backpack and shoes. As I skipped my way to my car, I 

   smiled. I had finally come to understand and share my   

   children’s respect for the mighty rooster. 
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BITTERSWEET
WELL-DESERVED REWARD FOR ENDURING WINTER 

TACHIOKA NATURE PARK – UTO CITY

 

 

 HOW LIGHT FLIRTS WITH SAKURA 光と桜の遊び 

 本妙寺桜灯籠 – はなとうろう–KUMAMOTO CITY
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MELISSA REED

Little did I know that April 15, 2011 would 

change my life.  It’s hard to believe now 

that it was over two years ago.  I remember 

sitting at my sister’s house in Kentucky 

whimsically checking my email and 

noticed an email from the Nashville 

Japanese Consulate.  I opened it, skimming 

over the paragraphs until I found the words 

I was searching for:

     Congratulations

 You have been selected for  

the 2011 JET Program.  I  

had to re-read it three times  

before the words really sunk 

in.…..and then I jumped off 

the couch and screamed.

After explaining to my sister and mom 

that I wasn’t dying and hadn’t seen a 

spider, I began calling and texting all of 

my friends and family, starting with my 

husband, Ian.

“You know that new backpack you just 

bought?”

“Yeah,” Ian said.

“Looks like you’re going to need it.” 

“Guess who got accepted 
   to JET?  

                We're moving to 
Japan!”



People took the news differently when we told them.  Most 
were excited for us.  They told us to go off 
and have an amazing adventure while we were young and 
not tied down with kids or a mortgage.  Since it was just a 
month after the Tohoku earthquake/tsunami and Fukush-
ima radiation crisis, my parents were terrified for me to 
move to Japan.  Some of our friends put on brave faces 
and told us that they were excited for us, but we knew that 
they were actually sad to see us go.  

I would be lying if I didn’t feel the same way.  I 
was excited and anxious up until the day that I left.  As I 
stood teary eyed at the security gate waiting to go through, 
doubt overtook my mind.  Was I making the right choice? 
Why was I leaving everything familiar to move to a coun-
try where I didn’t speak the language or understand the 
culture? 

As I begin the process of packing—taking sweet 
“Melissa-sensei is very cute!  I like One Direction with 
her!” notes students wrote to me off of my refrigerator or 
pulling pictures of a random Kuma goonie get-together off 
the wall—I feel the bitter sweetness of moving home.  It 
seems like many family members and friends in Kentucky 
have been asking the same question lately: “Aren’t you 
excited to be coming home?”  I usually tell them that it’s 
bittersweet for me, but this seems to perplex them.  How 
could coming home be bittersweet?  It’s simple.  In our 
time here, Ian and I have created a second home with many 
connections, and leaving the second home is as difficult as 
leaving the first home.  

                                                                                                

When we go home, I know people will ask us “How 
   was Japan?”, “What was it like to live in Japan?”, “What 
   was your favorite thing about Japan?”, and similar 
   questions.  How can I even begin to answer those 
   questions in a way that won’t make the asker’s eyes glaze 
   over?  After spending two years and having some of the 
   most incredible experiences of my life, how am I 
   supposed to describe everything from the Drunken Horse 
   Festival to sakura season in a timely manner that won’t 
   make the listener secretly think, Will she ever stop 
   talking??

In truth I believe that living in Japan has been the  
   best experience of my life.  No events prior to moving 
   here can quite top this.  I thought that I was a worldly 
   person before moving to Japan since I studied abroad a 
   couple of times in college, but actually living in a place    
   and having to figure out what each bill says, how to    
   communicate in a language I’ve never studied, and what 
   to do in any given strange cultural situation has increased 
   my cultural awareness and allowed me to become a 
   stronger, more confident person.  I feel like after living in 
   Japan for two years, everything else is downhill from 
   here.  If I could live in a country that is so culturally 
   different from my own and survive, almost any other 
   challenge presented in my life will be straightforward.  
   Regardless of where the next step will lead me, I’m ready 
   for it.  Japan has well prepared me!
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Fast forward two years later to today, 
and I revisit those same feelings.  I am 
leaving Japan in August, and yet that 
same mixture of nervous excitement 
plagues me.  Ian and I have established 
great lives for ourselves, so why are we 
leaving all of the amazing friends that 
we have made and moving home? 

When we came over here, we knew that 
this wasn’t a long term gig.  We have 
fallen in love with Japan, but neither of 
us wants to live here for the rest of our 
lives.  However, I never thought that I 
would have the same mixed emotions 
I felt about leaving home that I have as 
my time here dwindles. 



Outside the car window, the scene is beautiful. The 
early afternoon sun washes over the huge, stoic mountains
that surround us. The rays of light illuminate the light pink 
patches of ‘yamazakura’ - mountain cherry blossoms 
that dot the landscape. The yamazakura turn the nor-
mally green mountains into a multicolored spectacle; 
as if someone has draped a patchwork quilt over them.

 “Is that it?” I ask excitedly. “I see a bridge!” I point 
down  through  a  ravine  where  a  large  red  steel  bridge 
extends across two peaks. 

 “No,  that  doesn’t  look  high enough,”  our  friend 
Ren answers matter-of-factly. 

I nod in agreement and my heart beats a bit faster. 
In less than two hours, we’re going to be jumping off of 
Japan’s highest bungy jump site. The little red bridge I have 

just seen is nothing compared to the one we are preparing 
to dive from. 
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WELL
IF

YOUR
FRIENDS

JUMPED

IAN 
CRUZ

Nestled in the mountains of 
Eastern Kuma-       moto lies a small village 
that is undoubtedly ‘inaka’. Surrounded by gorgeous 
mountains and not a conbini for miles around, Itsuki 
Village is effectively cut off from much of Kumamoto. 

 “Oh my god guys, it’s hitting me now,” one of my 
friends, Kay, says as we zoom up the mountain roads, 
higher and higher into the depths of nature. We all 
murmur our agreement and continue to chatter excitedly 
as the winding uphill road leads us closer and closer to 
our destination. 

WE'RE JUMPING OFF A 
     BRIDGE TODAY.



OFF A 
BRIDGE
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We see the jump site before we see the sign for Bungy Japan. It’s a massive, sleek stone bridge 
stretching high over a calm, babbling river. Surrounded by pine trees and beautiful scenery whichever way you 
look, it’s obvious why this site was chosen out of more than two hundred potential jump sites across Japan. 

As we get out of the car and take in the scenery around us, excitement and terror hit me all at once. I 
gaze down into the gorge below and my heart jumps into double time. We hurry excitedly to the site and check 
in.

As we’re going through the motions - signing our lives away, being weighed, paying the 10,000 yen 
that it costs - the crew starts sending people over the edge. 

The two employees start a countdown before the person jumps and the crowd of excited spectators 
eagerly joins in. I rush over and squeeze myself between two ojiichans and watch as the first person of the day 
(a woman who looks to be in her early twenties) prepares to jump. I see her do a kind of clumsy hop off of the 
ledge and it looks more like she is ‘falling’ rather than ‘diving’. 

Aside from a halted governmental dam project, Itsuki 
Village is not known for much, it seems. However when Bungy 
Japan, a New Zealand based company, set up camp at the top 
of its tallest bridge (77 meters/252 feet!), it quickly became a 
destination for thrill-seekers from all over Japan. Add in a

promotional video of Kumamoto’s beloved vacant-eyed bear 
mascot Kumamon swan diving off the bridge and it’s no wonder 
Itsuki Village has experienced a recent boom in tourism. 



WOULD
YOU?

Nervously, I follow her figure down and soon the 
bungy rope snaps taut and her body is jerked like a rag doll. 
As she rebounds through the air, her arms extend outward 
by her sides and she is waving happily as she falls back 
down again.  It’s  hard to  make out,  but  she is  smiling.  I 
think. 

Breathing a sigh of relief that she was okay, I push 
myself back from the railing of the bridge. I wonder if it 
hurts when the bungy rope snaps you back up? From the 
angle I was watching from, it looked like a pretty violent 
jerk. People wouldn’t do it if it hurt, right? 

We watch others take the dive and I note that some 
are braver than others. One man in particular keeps balki-
ng. We count down three times for him before he fina-
lly falls off of the platform unconfidently. Others are 
more gung-ho and leap off the platform willingly. 
I watch a fellow foreigner that I had just met 
from Boston jump off expertly. As he’s fall-
ing, his arms begin flapping like a bird in 
flight. I begin to notice how interesting it 
is to see the different styles of falling that 
people do.

Soon, I’m watching my friend Kay 
get strapped in on the platform and my he-
art is beating fast for her. She has decided to 
jump off backwards which seems insane to me. 
I watch her inch out on the platform in her trad-
emark purple silk pants and bedecked with a flashy 
masquerade ball mask covering her eyes and nose. 
She is ready. 
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 Not long after, I’m being told how 
to put on the harness that I’ll wear on my 
jump. I end up putting it on wrong and 
look rather foolish as it hangs loosely 
around my buttocks and crotch. After 
embarrassingly fixing it and tightening it 
more than I probably had to, I find myself 
being led onto the jump platform. 

I’m sat in a small chair in the corner of the 
platform while the two workers get me ready. To be 
honest, I’m not really paying much attention to what they 
are doing as I am busy looking out into the ravine. 
Peeking over the edge, I see a tiny dot below that I’m 
fairly certain is Kay. I wave to her and after a few 
moments, I see her wave back. It’s...pretty far down. 

The Bungy Japan guys are super cool about 
keeping my mind occupied - asking me questions about 
where I was from, what I did in Japan, what my plans 
were after etc. As they fasten the bungy apparatus around 
my ankles, they pull it tight and I find that I feel oddly 
sec- ure and reassured. 

         Until I step up 
    on the ledge. 

The countdown starts and right on cue 
she springs gracefully  into an elegant 
backwards dive. Her back arches 
spectacularly and within seconds she 
disappears from my vision. My 
remaining friends and I applaud. 



Part of the bungy cord slides over the narrow ledge 
in front of me and feels like it was going to pull me down 
with it. My hands instantly clamp down onto the metal side 
railings just in case something were to go wrong and drag 
me screaming from my position of safety. At this point, my 
mind is obviously not in the most rational of states. I step 
onto the ledge and try my best not to look down. It is not as 
easy as I had imagined and I find myself struggling against 
my brain  which  has  activated  Survival  Mode and is  not 
having any of that psychological bullshit. 

“Alright, move forward a bit more”. One of the cool 
guys tells me. I inch forward a scant millimeter or so. 

“Little more, mate. Put your toes riiiiight over the 
edge.”  his  coaxing,  nonchalant  voice instructs me as if  I 
were putting the finishing touches on a bowl in a pottery 
class. 

My instincts scream in protest but I do so, suddenly 
feeling  my  heart  leap  into  my  throat.  Looking  down to 
make sure my toes are okay, I catch a glimpse of the rocky 
bank of the river directly below me. Far far below me.

In this moment it hits me. I am really going to jump 
off this ledge.
 

“Fuu-hu-huuu” I blurt out as I force myself to look 
away. “That’s pretty high”. I focus instead at the group of 
people on the bridge who are watching me in anticipation. I 
flash a nervous peace sign and a terrified smile at the cam-
era man who is also waiting off to the side.  

The guy who was helping me lightly touches my el-
   bows and move my arms up into a horizontal position. I 
   had not realized how hard I had been clenching the rails 
   of the platform. Wrenching my hands off, I take a deep 
   breath and hold my shaking arms out at my sides, feeling 
   like the Christ the Redeemer statue in Rio de Janeiro.  
   Suddenly, the countdown behind me starts. It’s fast and I 
   quickly realize there’s nothing else to do. I bend my 
   knees, pull my elbows backwards and leap forward off 
   the platform. 

I close my eyes briefly - due to instinct more than 
   anything else. When I open them, the scenery around me 
   unfolds beautifully in my vision - the pine trees, the 
   mountains, the yamazakura, the glistening river off in the 
   distance. I feel weightless and for a brief brief moment,  
   it’s like I’m flying. Then the sensation of free-falling 
   quickly takes over and everything I see begins rushing by 
   at incredible speed. 

To be honest, I don’t clearly remember the feeling 
   of being snapped back up. By the time I realize that it’s  
   all over, I’m clapping my hands and laughing hysteric
   ally; the sound of my dumb adrenaline-fueled cackle 
   echoing through the mountains. 

I pull myself up right to try and see the bridge but I 
   am swinging underneath it and am only able to see the 
   underside. I let myself fall back down and enjoy the lazy 
   swing of the rope. I’m spinning slowly and it’s almost re-
   laxing. Once again, I extend my arms out horizontally 
   and let out another whoop of excitement. I can feel my 
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AND MY MIND GOES 

AND MY MIND GOES BLANK.

It's then that I let out 
an ADRENALINE - fueled 

scream of delight.

AND MY MIND GOES BLANK.
AND MY MIND GOES BLANK.



heart pumping in my temples as the blood rushes from oth-
er parts of my inverted body straight to my head. 

As I get closer to the bottom, I begin to see the up
side-down figures and colors of the people who had 
jumped before me. I wave and speak to them, but realize 
that they can’t hear me.  By this point, the blood that has 
rushed to my head has made me a bit delirious. 

I continue laughing uncontrollably as the BungyJa-
pan guy pulls me into the raft and unhooks me. With ad-
renaline still pumping through my veins, I stagger to my 
feet and feel the blood drain from my head again. On the 
banks of the river, I high five everyone who is there 
(maybe twice) and then eagerly wait for the next people 
 to come down.

One of the reasons why I wanted to do bungy jump
ing was that I have also been skydiving. I wanted to ex-
perience the difference between the two. Skydiving, 
while exhilarating felt very protected. Of course jumping 
out of a plane isn’t the safest thing to do, but I mean that I 
was strapped to an instructor who did everything for me. 
He threw us  out  of  the  plane  together,  pulled  the  chute, 
guided the parachute to where it needed to be (he even let 
me steer!) etc. 

But with Bungy jumping? You’re on your own. You 
don’t have a fancy dive suit. You don’t have goggles. You 
don’t have anyone strapped to you to help out. It’s just you 
and that heavy elastic cord tied around your ankles. 
 

To watch people jump is totally different than the 
feeling  of  standing  at  the  edge  of  the  precipice  getting 
ready to do it yourself. You are the only one who can throw 
your body off the ledge. The guys running it will not push 
you. You have to be the one to take the plunge. And I think 
that willing yourself to leap off a tall place with nothing but 
a bouncy rope for safety is the scariest, most thrilling thing 
about bungy jumping. 

Once you do take the plunge, however, it is an in-
credible adrenaline rush. All of the fears and worries that 
you may have about it are completely erased as you’re fall-
ing through the air. I would say that there’s probably noth-
ing like it. 

It’s not clear yet whether Bungy Japan will be back 
again.  However  with the  success that  the past  two years 
have brought, it might be safe to assume that they will. If 
and when they invade the Moto again, I recommend every 

    one to challenge their  fears  and  jump 
off a bridge! 

 

 

SPRING IN JAPAN ISN'T ALL ABOUT PINK

 ST PATRICK'S DAY PARADE–KUMAMOTO CITY
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*EXTRA NOTE: If you are a foreigner living in the vicinity of 
Kumamoto or Aso and are here in spring, please do what you have to 
do to get to the Aso Fire Festival!  More information can be found at 
http://www.jnto.go.jp/eng/location/spot/festival/daihimonjiyaki.html.
Joe Fingerhut lived in Kumamoto as an ALT from 2001 to 2004.  He 
now lives in his hometown of St. Louis, Missouri, in the USA, with his 
wife Michiyo and their two kids.  After the JET Programme, he became 
an entertainer and motivational speaker.  See more and contact him at 
www.joefingerhut.com.
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